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Turkey Bacon a Sizzling Selection at Godshall’s Quality Meats
Boyertown, PA – (6-Jul-11) Godshall’s Quality Meats (www.godshalls.com) – purveyor of Turkey Bacon,
Beef and Pork Bacon, Sausage, Kielbasa, Bologna and more – serves up a sizzling seller in its popular and
healthy Turkey Bacon product.
According to the company’s website, Godshall’s turkey bacon is made with turkey thighs, is 94% fat free,
low in cholesterol and has the best nutritional facts of any turkey bacon on the market.
“Our turkey bacon is made using only turkey thighs compared to some other turkey bacon brands that use
mechanically-separated turkey produced from various turkey parts which make a paste-like consistency,”
said Godshall’s Brandon Hill.
“Some of our competitor’s products can contain rendered bacon fat, bacon bits, and / or cooked
bacon. Godshall's Turkey Bacon is naturally wood smoked while most others brands add smoke flavorings.
Our product has a superior ‘true’ bacon taste, appearance and bacon texture. On the griddle or in the
microwave, our turkey bacon is ready to be cooked however you choose.”
With a majority of the population seeking healthier alternatives to their nutritional intake, Godshall’s
Turkey Bacon pops to the forefront as the crackling, low-cholesterol, 94% fat-free, nutritional tasty treat
of choice.
Godshall’s was honored in May 2011 by the National Provisioner magazine. In the Market Segment
Report, Godshall’s ranked 5th largest in the turkey segment and – for the first time ever – the company
climbed into the Top 100 meat and poultry companies in America. In addition, Godshall's was honored in
June, 2011 by The Independent Processor Magazine. In its Top 75 Market Segment Report, Godshall's
ranked number one in the turkey segment and 46th overall.

About Godshall’s
Godshall's Quality Meats - featuring Turkey Bacon - was founded over 60 years ago, and has grown from a
single Butcher Shop with two employees to a company with two locations, in Telford and Lebanon,
Pennsylvania, currently employing over 150 people. The Godshall family, now in its third generation of
leadership, remains dedicated to supplying premium turkey, beef and pork specialty items to its loyal
customers. For additional information visit www.godshalls.com or call 888-463-7425.
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